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DNS is the new BGP

AUSNOG’23 was held in September. As usual, the meeting had a diverse collection of presentations on network technology, operational practices, engineering, and experiences. One of these presentations, by Cloudflare’s Tom Peseka, was on the subject of service routing, highlighting the ways in which today’s service platform attempt to optimise the user experience through service routing.

The classical model of the Internet (yes, I think the Internet is now old enough to have a "classical" model that refers to the original design and operational practices from some time back before, say, the year 2000!) was that you looked up the DNS with the name of the service or resource you wanted to connect to, the DNS duly returned an IP address, and then you opened an IP transport connection with that IP address. The quality of the service that ensued between you as the user and the service point was largely a network issue, which was influenced by the quality of the network path. That, in turn, was an outcome of the routing process. BGP was not just a reachability protocol, but also a traffic engineering protocol. Connecting customers to services was a BGP problem!

One of the big changes within the Internet over the last decade or so has been the shift to replicated services. Rather than operating a single service delivery point and use the network to connect the service’s users to this delivery point, this service replication allows each individual service point to be positioned closer to clusters of users. The question now becomes who (and how) selects the "best" service point to use in response to each user's service request.

This is not a trivial question by any means. Given two network paths from a client to two different service instances how can we possibly compare them? Is the best path the shortest path? What is the unit of distance here to measure short and long? Do we need to map each point to its physical location coordinates and measure distance as a straight line on a map? Or is distance a measurement by packet transmission delay so that we use the network path, not the geographic path. Is best related to performance? Should a higher capacity path be preferred to a lower capacity path? Such questions abound, and simple and useful answers that are generally applicable are just not obvious. And even if we could agree on a metric for best for network paths (and we can’t) then how do hosts and services perform this measurement?

There have been a few ways to respond to this over the years as we gain more experience with large scale service platforms and service routing.

Anycast

The first approach is to simply defer the problem to the inter-domain routing protocol and allow BGP to determine the best service point for each client. This is the anycast approach. Every individual service point shares a common IP address, and the advertisement of the same IP address into the routing system at multiple points will effectively segment the common network into areas of affinity to each service point. The network's routing system will direct each client to the “closest” instance of the service. The
metric of distance used by BGP is the AS Path length, so BGP will select the path that minimizes the number of transit networks between the user and the service point.

Anycast has been used extensively in the root server system of the DNS, where each of the 13 uniquely addressed root services are not single DNS servers but are composed of a current total of 1,751 separate instances of a root service, organised into 13 anycast clusters.

The advantage of the anycast approach is that service points can be added and removed dynamically. There is no need for any form of service orchestration or coordination, because in an anycast context the BGP routing system performs this function. New instances will create an affinity are when the route is announced, and retiring instances will have their service affinity area absorbed into those of the remaining service set.

The issue with this approach is that it can be a relatively coarse form of service differentiation. In AS Path terms, the Internet is not long and stringy but short and dense. That means that AS Path length does not necessarily produce optimal outcomes, particularly in a sparsely populated service set.

The lack of direct control over steering of clients to service points is also seen as a disadvantage by some service operators. What if the service operator wished to ensure some the overall quality of the service by attempting to balance the load across all server instances? Anycast can't achieve that. Or selecting the server that is reachable using the lowest delay, or the highest path capacity. BGP does not select routes based on path delay or path capacity.

If the service operator wants a greater level of control over the service selection, then it may choose to use some form of service routing.

**Service Routing with the DNS**

One approach is to use the DNS as the way to perform service routing. This approach uses distinct IP addresses for each service instance, each corresponding to a different location in the network.

How is this different to the conventional operation of the DNS? When a client asks the DNS for the IP address of a named service the DNS will by default just give IP addresses as the answer to the query. If there is more than one answer it will give them all! Here's an example of this behaviour, where a query for the name servers of the root zone of the DNS is answered with a list of all 13 root servers, and the 26 IPv6 and IPv4 addresses of each of the root servers are included in the response.

```
$ dig . NS
;; ANSWER SECTION:
  385969 IN NS k.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS l.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS m.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS n.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS o.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS p.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS q.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS r.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS s.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS t.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS u.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS v.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS w.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS x.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS y.root-servers.net.
  385969 IN NS z.root-servers.net.

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION:
  a.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:503:ba3e::2:30
  b.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:200:::b
  c.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:2::c
  d.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:2d::d
  e.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:a8::e
  f.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:2f::f
  g.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:12::d0d
  h.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:1:::53
  i.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:12::f
  j.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:503:c27:::2:30
  k.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:7fd::1
  l.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:500:9f::42
  m.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN AAAA 2001:6c3::35
  n.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN A 198.41.0.4
  o.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN A 199.9.14.201
  p.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN A 192.33.4.12
  q.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN A 199.7.91.13
  r.root-servers.net.
    385969 IN A 192.203.230.10

```
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This comprehensive response is uniquely unhelpful in terms of service routing, as it provides no indication of which of these servers (or, more accurately, which specific instances of these services, as they are all, in fact, anycast clouds) is the better service for the client to use.

What DNS-based service routing does is to filter this list of all service delivery points, and only offer the client the one IP address of the service point that is considered to be optimal for the querier. This is achieved by performing a service location processing step at the authoritative DNS server when forming responses to each and every query. The authoritative DNS server returns a single IP address, where the associated server instance represents a best service selection for the client. In effect the client is being routed to a server not by the routing system, but by the DNS itself.

It’s the DNS that performs service routing, not the BGP routing protocol.

For example, here’s the resolution of an anycast-hosted service, hosted on the Akamai platform:

```
$ dig www.sbs.com.au

;; ANSWER SECTION:
www.sbs.com.au.edgekey.net. 300 IN CNAME e7065.b.akamaiedge.net.
e7065.b.akamaiedge.net. 20 IN A 23.195.84.241

$ traceroute 23.195.84.241
traceroute to 23.195.84.241 (23.195.84.241), 64 hops max
1  10.109.0.1 (10.109.0.1)  6.186ms  2.353ms  3.980ms
2  61.206.224.254 (61.206.224.254)  6.286ms  4.569ms  4.621ms
3  61.206.224.165 (61.206.224.165)  7.752ms  6.966ms  6.986ms
4  219.110.0.229 (corel-kote.bb.itscom.jp)  8.141ms  31.57ms  4.863ms
5  219.110.0.241 (asbr2-kote.bb.itscom.jp)  7.273ms  5.718ms  5.363ms
6  210.171.222.189 (210.171.222.189)  8.485ms  38.239ms  11.497ms
7  *  *  *

$ ping www.sbs.com.au
ping 23.195.84.241 (23.195.84.241): 56 data bytes
64 bytes from 23.195.84.241: icmp_seq=0 ttl=57 time=10.943 ms
64 bytes from 23.195.84.241: icmp_seq=1 ttl=57 time=6.409 ms
64 bytes from 23.195.84.241: icmp_seq=2 ttl=57 time=13.810 ms
64 bytes from 23.195.84.241: icmp_seq=3 ttl=57 time=13.763 ms
4 packets transmitted, 4 packets received, 0% packet loss
round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 6.409/10.943/13.810/13.763 ms
```

This is an Australian content service, but the query was made in Japan. The individual service name (www.sbs.com.au) is lifted out of the control of the parent domain zone due to the first CNAME record, taking the recursive resolver to an edgekey.net domain (www.sbs.com.au.edgekey.net). At this point DNS routing is invoked, and the IP address of the recursive resolver making the query is matched against the set of servers that can provide a service for this particular service, and then the generic mapped service name is then mapped to a specific service in the second CNAME (e7065.b.akamaiedge.net). When the client contacts this server, it will use the service name identifier www.sbs.com.au, allowing the server to select the appropriate TLS context and service context. This will be the case irrespective of whether the session uses TLS over TCP or TLS embedded within QUIC. In this case the DNS steering service has selected a server that is located very close to the client, some 7 IP hops away with just 6ms round trip delay, as shown in the traceroute and ping records.

This is confirmed with a query to an online geolocation service:

```
$ curl -s ipinfo.io/23.195.84.241
{
  "ip": "23.195.84.241",
  "hostname": "a23-195-84-241.deploy.static.akamai.net",
  "city": "Tokyo",
  "region": "Tokyo",
  "country": "JP",
  "loc": "35.6895,139.6917",
  "org": "AS20940 Akamai International B.V.",
  "postal": "101-8566",
  "timezone": "Asia/Tokyo",
}
```
The assumption behind this approach is that each client is sufficiently close to their recursive resolver such that when authoritative server for the service name calculates the closest server instance based on the IP address of the recursive resolver, then the outcome is relatively accurate for the client.

Fastly uses a similar approach. The following sequence shows the resolution of a Fastly-hosted service.

```
$ dig www.theguardian.com
www.theguardian.com. 6089 IN CNAME dualstack.guardian.map.fastly.net.
dualstack.guardian.map.fastly.net. 30 IN A 151.101.89.111
$ curl -s ipinfo.io/151.101.89.111 | grep city
"city": "Osaka",
$ dig +short whoami.akamai.net
220.247.144.122
$ curl -s ipinfo.io/220.247.144.122 | grep city
"city": "Osaka",
```

Fastly map this URL to a server located in Osaka, based on the geolocation of the client’s DNS recursive resolver, which is also geolocated to Osaka.

The advantage of this approach is that the steering of clients to servers is under the direct control of the service provider, not the network provider(s). This allows the service provider the ability to exercise some level of control over the resultant service delivery quality. The caveat here is that the recursive resolver will cache the DNS outcome and will reuse this DNS response for future clients of the same recursive resolver for the DNS cache lifetime. If the service provider wants to achieve even finer levels of control over this DNS steering, then it could use a lower TTL in the DNS response. For example, in the example above the Akamai DNS response has a TTL of 20 seconds. However, the TTL value is only a suggestion in the DNS, rather than a strictly enforced rule, and recursive resolvers have been observed to hold onto responses for longer periods in order to improve DNS performance through longer cache retention.

**Service Routing in the DNS with Client Subnet**

While this assumption of the colocation of client and recursive resolver was reasonable in the early days of DNS-based service steering, the rise of the use of open recursive resolvers has undermined aspects of this approximate co-location assumption.

A client may access a remote open recursive resolver with the inevitable result that a DNS-level service steering would make a poor choice of server to use for the service transaction.

Let’s look at the example for the Guardian service with Fastly, but this time we will use three different resolvers, namely a stub (in-host) resolver, a local recursive resolver, and Cloudflare’s 1.1.1.1 open recursive resolver:

```
# stub
$ dig +short www.theguardian.com @::1 | awk '{ print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city")'} | /bin/sh
"city": "Tokyo",
# ISP
$ dig +short www.theguardian.com | awk '{ print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city")'} | /bin/sh
"city": "Osaka",
# Cloudflare Open
$ dig +short www.theguardian.com @8.8.8.8 | awk '{ print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city")'} | /bin/sh
"city": "San Francisco",
# Google Open
$ dig +short www.theguardian.com @8.8.8.8 | awk '{ print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city")'} | /bin/sh
"city": "San Francisco",
```

The host is located at Kyoto, so it’s likely that Osaka is the best outcome here, but the difference between Osaka and Tokyo is small enough that either result would be acceptable. But if I choose to repeat the query using Cloudflare’s 1.1.1.1 open resolver, or Google's 8.8.8.8 public resolver, then the response teleports me to San Francisco!

This non-optimal DNS-steering outcome led to a practice shared between some open resolver operators and DNS-steering service platforms where the open resolver attaches some details of the source of the
original DNS query to the query that the recursive resolver passes to the service’s authoritative name server. Having the full client address attached to the DNS query was considered to be overly compromising of user privacy (as the implication that this query data effectively forms a record of which user has interests in which Internet resources), so the practice was to blur it slightly by attaching a subnet parameter which included the client’s IP address. This was achieved by having the recursive resolver using the extension mechanism for DNS (EDNS) and placing the subnet of the original client query into the query being made to the authoritative server. This way the authoritative server could perform a selection based not on the IP address of the recursive resolver, but on the subnet of the end client.

The RFC describing this procedure, EDNS Client Subnet, RFC7871, has some disparaging commentary on this process: "We recommend that the feature be turned off by default in all nameserver software." Pretty stern stuff for a technical specification! Nevertheless, a number of content service platforms, including Akamai and Fastly, appear to use this approach of customising the response from the authoritative name servers, using the DNS as the service routing protocol rather than any of the conventional routing protocols.

**Service Routing within the Application**

The issue with service routing via the DNS is that it cannot easily be customised to individual clients. Once the response is passed back to the recursive resolver, the service provider has no control over which clients are passed the IP address of this particular service instance. If a server fails it may take some time for that IP address to expire from the various DNS caches, and load balancing across service instances is very challenging.

This leads to the next approach, which is that of performing service routing within the application. Here is an example of the resolution of the service name of network, made from a client located in Japan.

```
$ dig www.netflix.com

;; ANSWER SECTION:
apiproyx-website-nlb-prod-1-bcf28d21f4bcf2c.elb.us-west-2.amazonaws.com. 48 IN A 44.242.13.161
apiproyx-website-nlb-prod-1-bcf28d21f4bcf2c.elb.us-west-2.amazonaws.com. 48 IN A 52.38.7.83
apiproyx-website-nlb-prod-1-bcf28d21f4bcf2c.elb.us-west-2.amazonaws.com. 48 IN A 44.240.158.19

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
elb.us-west-2.amazonaws.com. 150 IN NS ns-748.awsdns-29.net.
elb.us-west-2.amazonaws.com. 150 IN NS ns-1870.awsdns-41.co.uk.
```

These service addresses geolocate to a data server located in Oregon, in the US. This makes no sense for a client that is located in, say, Japan. But the Netflix service is not a monolithic service. Each element of a video stream is effectively broken up into chunks and the application in the client side interacts with the server side to determine the optimal location for serving each chunk. In Netflix’s terminology this approach is termed “Open Connect”.

In the developer screenshot of a browser playing a Netflix video stream it’s clear that the movie has been broken into a set of such chunks.
The full URL of a chunk is shown in the next figure. The Netflix server has determined the location of the client device, and now is sending the client a specific sequence of URLs that are served in a location close to the client.

```plaintext
$ dig +short ipv4
-c018-os001-ixa.1.oca.nflxvideo.net
45.57.83.136
$ curl
-s
ipinfo.io/45.57.83.136 | grep city
"city": "Osaka",
```

For larger service transactions that are not interactive, such as streaming downloads, this shift from a single initial geolocation function that directs the client to a service instance for the entirety of the subsequent download into a set of separable server decisions for each chunk of the downloaded content is an important change. This removes the indirection and caching side-effects that accompany the DNS-based content steering and allows the client to directly interact with the service orchestrator so that instances of poor outcomes in delivery of content components can allow dynamic redirection to a difference server instance.

This approach used by YouTube is a hybrid approach, using both DNS steering and breaking the content into chunks that are served from nearby content caches. The service uses DNS steering to route the client to a collection of front-end service units that are located close to the client. Here are four examples:

```plaintext
# query from Hong Kong
$ dig +short www.youtube.com | awk '{print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city"} | /bin/sh | uniq -c
 16 "city": "Hong Kong",

# query from US (Dallas):
$ dig +short www.youtube.com | awk '{print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city"} | /bin/sh | uniq -c
 16 "city": "Dallas",

# query from EU (Frankfurt an Main):
$ dig +short www.youtube.com | awk '{print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city"} | /bin/sh | uniq -c
 16 "city": "Frankfurt an Main",

# query from Singapore:
$ dig +short www.youtube.com | awk '{print "curl -s ipinfo.io/" $1 " | grep city"} | /bin/sh | uniq -c
 16 "city": "Singapore",
```

For larger service transactions that are not interactive, such as streaming downloads, this shift from a single initial geolocation function that directs the client to a service instance for the entirety of the subsequent download into a set of separable server decisions for each chunk of the downloaded content is an important change. This removes the indirection and caching side-effects that accompany the DNS-based content steering and allows the client to directly interact with the service orchestrator so that instances of poor outcomes in delivery of content components can allow dynamic redirection to a difference server instance.
A Youtube video stream is broken into chunks, similarly to Netflix. Each chunk served from a content cache service located close to the user.

```
$ dig rr3

rr3.sn-3pm7kn7y.googlevideo.com. IN CNAME rr3.sn-3pm7kn7y.googlevideo.com.
rr3.sn-3pm7kn7y.googlevideo.com. IN A 172.217.137.200
```

In this case a video stream initiated in the city of Kyoto, Japan is served from a content cache located in Osaka, Japan.

The advantage of this from of steering is that the service response can be tailored to individual clients, rather than having a DNS-based response that impacts all end clients of a particular recursive resolver. The approach offers the service platform considerably greater levels of flexibility in managing the elements of the aggregate service delivery platform.

**Measuring Distance**

How can you determine the distance between two points on the Internet?

A long-standing approach has been to measure the delay a packet experiences to be passed from a source to a destination and for the response to be passed back to the original source. This is the so-called ping time. Irrespective of their geographical locations and the straight-line distance, the ping time measures the network propagation delay which is directly related to achievable performance that can be realised by transport protocols. It's a highly relevant measurement if you are trying to understand distance in the sense of achievable service performance. The problem with this kind of metric is that it’s an active metric based on probing where one end of the pairwise measurement measures the time distance to the other. It's not an additive metric and it’s not a cacheable metric, as the traffic load state on the path impacts each measurement. It also takes time to execute the ping probes.

Some DNS resolver implementations use a variant of this form of measured end-to-end delay to select the best authoritative server for a domain when multiple such servers are configured in the DNS. The resolver and make an initial selection and will keep track of the query/response delay. The resolver will periodically query the other name servers for this zone, and switch to a lower delay server if this periodic probing exposes a more responsive server. Aside from this DNS use of probed round-trip-time delay, there does not appear to be much use of this technique of determining distance.

At the other end of the spectrum is geographic distance. There are a number of databases, some public some accessible by subscription and some private that map IP addresses to geographic coordinates. This can be political, as in country, province/state and city, or Lat/Long coordinates. A common resource is
Maxmind, but there are others, such as ipinfo.io used in the examples here that provide similar information. A matching system based on city or state/province may produce acceptable outcomes, or a distance calculation based on lat/long distance, assuming that the coordinates are reasonably accurate in the first place.

The assumption behind the use of geolocation to inform a service steering decision is that network interconnectivity is highly meshed. There have been notable failures in such meshed interconnectivity assumptions, where the packet path may involve a large detour between two geographically adjacent points. A distance calculation may simply write this off as a small-scale anomaly in the overall distance-based service steering, or fold in a set of specific exceptions.

The advantage of this approach is that it can be implemented efficiently and operate within the timescale of a DNS transaction. Given that one side of the calculation are the known locations of service points the entire set of distance calculations can be mapped into a collection of lookup tables.

There is also the approach of in-session service refinement when using a deconstructed content model, such as the one used by Netflix. The session can interleave test elements from neighbouring service delivery points to test if the alternate points can deliver a better service experience. If so then the service platform can change the affinity between the client and a service delivery point to improve the overall service outcome.

**Service Delivery in a Service Dense World**

The result of a number of decades of Moore’s Law at play in the silicon world has meant that the unit price of processing and storage solutions have plummeted while the availability has increased dramatically. We no longer use a network to bring users up to the service portal, but instead use the abundance of processing, storage and capacity to replicate the service across the network, so that in effect the service has come to the user.

This is no longer a carriage and a routing problem. It’s a service selection problem, and the steering of the user to the best service portal is best achieved by using the DNS as the way of linking users and services.

This approach of DNS steering in the service delivery world has some pretty profound implications for the network, in aspects of architecture, design, robustness and utility. If we no longer rely on carriage services to sustain service quality, then we are no longer reliant on the routing system to produce optimal outcomes in terms of path quality. The true value of adding robust security to the routing environment dissipates in accordance with our reduced dependence on routing as a service platform.

Our critical reliance shifts towards the DNS with the use of the DNS as the service selector. It’s part of a larger picture of the Internet in lifting the intrinsic value of the networked environment out of the network itself and positioning the application layer as the centrepiece of value in the digital environment. It may well be that the picture of the concentration of value into the small collection of content behemoths in today’s world is still in its early days and the process will produce even further concentration and yet greater levels of centrality and dominance in coming years before any new model emerges to displace it. Considering that the former giants of the industrial age are still with us today, the prospects of the current digital giants securing a bountiful future for themselves for some decades to come is looking pretty solid in my view!
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